ABOUT US With over 30 years of experience developing

some of the most recognized beauty products in the world, JAPONESQUE
has an excellent reputation for quality, reliability and innovation. Our
uncompromising approach to design, development and delivery has
ensured the world’s most successful brands and retailers continue to
put their trust and brand names with us.

Every JAPONESQUE private label product is manufactured to the highest
standards and we approach each partnership with a customized product
mix that ensures we meet exact specifications for a unique offering in
every category. Highest quality materials, outstanding craftsmanship and
a reliable supply chain make JAPONESQUE an unparalleled partner.

Because even if our name isn’t on the product
our reputation is.
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CAPABILITIES

CAPABILITIES
ACROSS CATEGORIES JAPONESQUE has remained a top private
label resource for some of the best names in the beauty business. We are unwavering in our desire
to understand your brand, your customer and your needs when it comes to beauty products. We
offer a full turnkey operation and are skilled at managing and negotiating every aspect of our
development – be it a single sku or an entire range of customized products.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Rest easy with our factory to store product management
JAPONESQUE can expertly manage your brand across the entire
supply chain spectrum. Our expertise in factory compliance
ensures products are made to your company’s social accountability
standards. We specialize in both importing and domestic
warehousing to cover any and all supply management needs you may
have. Our inventory management team will work closely with you to
ensure you always have the right product in the right place at the
right time to maximize profitability. From the time an order is placed
to delivery of product we are with you every step of the way.

COMPONENTS
Find confidence with superior materials and profitable costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Meet your best-in-class dedicated team
All JAPONESQUE partner brands are assigned a
dedicated project manager to provide a superior level
of collaboration and support. Our best-in-class team
of professionals will look after every aspect of your line
– from initial creative concepts, design work and madeto-order tooling through to critical path management,
regulatory affairs and quality control.

We are unwavering in our desire to create exceptional brands with
materials and craftsmanship that meet you and your customer’s
expectations. With our heritage for creating precision products using
the finest materials, finishes and ingredients and our ability to source
quality materials at value pricing, we are able to offer an extensive
range of beauty offerings to meet every need.

MARKETING SUPPORT:
Drive brand awareness

PACKAGING
Entice customers to buy

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Build your brand with intelligence
JAPONESQUE is able to uniquely identify trends and will support
your brand in ensuring your product mix meets the needs of your
customers’ season after season, year after year. With over 30 years
in the beauty space we have successfully built products and brands
for some of the industry’s most exciting and profitable product lines.

Our experienced design team understands the beauty category and
develops beautiful packaging that invites your customers to take
them home. From header cards, hang tags, labels, custom boxes,
chipboard, PET and vacuum form, JAPONESQUE offers a variety of
personalized packing solutions for your business. As masters of the
latest beauty trends, we design packaging that captures attention of
the beauty shopper with compelling graphics and copy.

JAPONESQUE’s marketing gurus are experts at engaging
your customers to build brand awareness. We can
support your brand with instore displays, promotional
strategies and a full scope of digital marketing programs
including website development, social media campaigns
and video production. We will partner with you to
determine the right marketing mix to maximize brand
exposure with your target audience.
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IMPLEMENTS

JAPONESQUE’s reputation for
precision, professional grade implements has been built on over 30
years of expertise. We understand this sku intensive category and offer
exceptional quality that delivers on consumer’s expectations while
boosting your bottom line. Today’s women are turning to high-tech
professional style beauty tools to create a salon experience at home.
JAPONESQUE understands this expectation and is the ideal partner to
help define the right mix of beauty tools to enhance and elevate your
customers’ beauty regime.
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BRUSHES & SPONGES Makeup Brushes

have long been at the heart of the JAPONESQUE product portfolio
and are our passion and heritage. With over 30 years of experience
designing brushes for professional makeup artists, JAPONESQUE is the
unchallenged leader in brush technology. Our expertly crafted brushes
are made with revolutionary materials, from high-tech synthetics to the
most luxurious natural bristles. Our category expertise ensures your
brush line is fashion-forward and performs to deliver flawless results with
today’s technique and trend applications.
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BRUSH CARE As the demand for makeup brushes

continues to grow, so does the demand for products that clean and
protect brushes. JAPONESQUE offers best-in-class solutions for gently
cleaning and conditioning all types of makeup brushes. From solids and
liquids to cleansers and shampoos, we offer standard and customized
formulas to create products that perform with award winning results.
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COSMETICS

Partnering with makeup professionals
and beauty experts, JAPONESQUE offers cosmetics designed to meet
the utmost standards. Fashion-forward, colors, a wide range of textures,
bases and additives and quality formulas bring runway-ready makeup to
the everyday beauty lover. Our approach to creating customized makeup
brands with a build-as-you-grow approach creates brand awareness and
loyalty with top performing trends and formulas for a product mix that
delivers bottom line results.
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LASHES & ADHESIVES JAPONESQUE

lashes are designed to enhance the length, fullness, and thickness of
natural eyelashes and can be made from a variety of materials including
silk, mink, synthetic or human hair. With unlimited shapes and styles we
can design a line of lashes to meet your exact specifications. Our lash
adhesive formulations are cosmetic grade and include waterproof and
latex free options.
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NAIL COLOR When it comes to nail color, JAPONESQUE

is at the forefront of technology offering a customized line of nail polish
featuring the most innovative salon quality formulas available. From
base coat to top coat and every shade of color in-between our nail
polish range can be custom created with creams, sheers, pearls, mattes,
shimmers, glitters and metallic finishes. All our formulas are DTP, Toulene
and formaldehyde free with options including classic polish, long-wear or
gel-polish technology.
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CASES & TOTES Combining form and function,
JAPONESQUE offers a wide range of cases and totes that elevate your
brand and provide your customers with function and convenience in
style. Our innovative travel cases and folios are sleek and convenient,
yet designed to withstand the rigors of heavy travel. With a wide variety
of trays, removable pouches and cabinet-style systems, we can create a
customized collection designed around your customer’s needs.
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BEST IN CLASS PARTNERSHIP

JAPONESQUE has over 30 years of experience in the beauty industry and
an impressive client portfolio giving you the opportunity to benefit from our
expertise and secure your place as a visionary market leader.

2420 CAMINO RAMON, SUITE 250,
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
t: 925.866.6670
f: 925.866.6675
japonesque.com
facebook.com/JAPONESQUE.createbeauty
twitter.com/JAPONESQUE
instagram.com/japonesque
youtube.com/c/JaponesqueBeauty

